PPCA Newsletee
May 2018
Introducton
Welcome to May’s Bumper Bank Holiday Newsleterr This month we seem to be paying partcular atenton to safetyr
Bruce recounts an unfortunate experience, Adam loses his magnetsm and Tony comes over all legalr
To lighten the mood, we have news of an Open Day and Becky takes us down the Dartr

Editorial
As you will have notced from Adam’s email, new Data Protecton regulatons are about to come into force which will
affect whether or not you contnue to receive the Newsleter and other mailings from the PPCAr If you haven’t
replied to Adam yet, please do so as I have no wish to produce this drivel this excellent publicaton if nobody receives
itr
The regulatons will put you in one of four camps, as far as I can see
•

You have received the Newsleter and you have said that you want to, in which case you have my admiratonr

•

You have received the Newsleter despite having said you don’t want to, in which case you have my sympathy

•

You have not received the Newsleter despite having said you want to, in which case I don’t know how you’re
reading this

•

You have not received the Newsleter and have said you don’t it anyway, in which case, I quite understandr

Please make sure you are in the right campr
Ivor Jones
Newsleter Editor

Correctons and Clarifcatons
It has been brought to my atenton that there was more than one paddler named John on the paddle that our
anonymous paddler wrote about in the April issue and that the blame for the incidents involved should be shared
equally between themr
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The Commitee
Commitee Posti

Name

Club Email

Phone Numbee

Club Secretary

Bob Grose

ppca@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk
secretary@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

01803 849163

Club Leader

Ian Brimacombe

leader@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07720 957304

Welfare Ofcers

Jane Seigne

07891 177768
welfare@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

Rebekka Stasny
Intro Course Coordinator

07939 328981
intro@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

Chair

Ken Hamblin

chair@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07828 652775

Vice Chair

Mark Perry

vchair@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07801 310993

Assistant Club Leader

Mandy Nicholls

acleader@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07801 367363

Membership Secretary

Adam Coulson

membership@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07834 286461

Treasurer

Tony Sicklemore

treasurer@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

01752 268295 /
07779 497577

Equipment Ofcer

Pete Anderson

equipment@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07958 694434

Publicity Ofcer

Jacqueline Perry

publicity@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07523 965748

Youth Development
Ofcer

Vacant

youth@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

Club President

Joy Ashford

01752 344425

Next Commitee Meetng
Please forward any items you would like considered at the next commitee meetng to secretary@ppca-canoeclubrorgrukr They will go to the secretaryr
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News
Open Day by Tony Sicklemore, Treasurer
The Club intends to stage an 'Open Day' on Sunday 20th May, from 1100 to approxr 1500, outside the Mount Baten
Centre (MBC) as close to the coast path as we can getr
We are hoping this event serves many purposes, such as generally raising the profle of
the club, encouraging passersby to sign up for the various courses that we run,
perhaps to sign up and join the club & also to promote the MBC (the MBC reciprocate
by encouraging people who pass their paddlesport courses to join the PPCA and they
give out PPCA promoton material)r
There will be no 'wet' actvites at the event, it will be purely land basedr The inital
idea at this stage is to erect a gazebo or two, fy the clubs banner, lay out a selecton of
our boats, have on hand our club informaton and engage with people as they walk the
coastal pathr
We will be postng fyers through leterboxes of nearby
houses/businesses to promote the eventr
We are now asking club members to expand our inital idea and if you have any ideas or suggestons about how we
can make the most of this day these would be very welcomer
Some things we are asking for now include volunteers to help on the day, you can
come along for the whole period or for an hour or twor We also need a few tables
and some display boardsr I believe some members may have large size laminated
photos used at previous events which would be usefulr We could do with another
gazebo, and anything else that you think would be useful for a PPCA Open Day
(including perfect weather!)
But most of all we need volunteers to help out on the day (especially the younger members of the club!) and your
ideas and suggestonsr

Pontoon Works, passed on by Adam Coulson, Membership Secretary
The Mountbaten Centre pontoon is having signifcant repair works carried out over the next few monthsr In order
that this work can be done safely areas of the pontoon are being cordoned off to all usersr At present the western
end is closedr The tmber deck has been removed in places to allow access to the steel structurer Please could you
ensure no club members/users/staff/volunteers climb around the barriers or te boats up to the pontoon in the
cordoned off arear
We have already had one member walking around the closed off area of the pontoon
Sorry for the inconvenience but this is for your own safetyr
Many Thanks
Andy Mossford
Operatons Manager
Mount Baten Group of Companies
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Features
Lights and Paddling at Night by Tony Sicklemore, Treasurer
One topic which is always talked about regarding night paddling is displaying a light and there is always loads of
advice on the subject, mostly along the lines of “be lit up like a Christmas tree” so everyone else on the water can see
your Problem with this soluton is that the paddler is ofen lef blinded by the light and can’t see anything to their
front from having no night visionr
There is advice for being on the water at night contained within the document “Plymouth Waterways a guide for
small craf” published in 2016 by the Tamar Estuaries Consultatve Forum, their members include organisatons such
as Catewater Harbour Commissioners, Cornwall Council, Devon County Council, Environment Agency, Plymouth City
Council, Queen’s Harbour Master (to name but a few)r The advice is this: “Even very small vessels ergr canoes should
carry a torch to make others aware of their presence” (‘What you can do’ para 3)r
In my copy of the 2002 BCU Canoe & Kayak Handbook the only reference to paddling at night is “On occasion
paddlers operate at night and thus may need lightng” (p45) and “On any overnight trip each paddler needs his or her
own torch” (p211)r
Buti whati is tihe legal answee?
It starts with the Internatonal Regulatons for Preventng Collisions at Sea 1972 (The ColRegs) Rule 25, and then the
Merchant Shipping (Distress Signals & Preventon of Collisions) Regulatons 1996 Rule 25, which is as follows:
Rule 25 - Sailing vessels undeeway and vessels undee oaes
(a) A sailing vessel underway shall exhibit:
(I) sidelights;
(ii) a sternlightr
(b) In a sailing vessel of less than 20 metres in length the lights prescribed in paragraph (a) of this Rule may be
combined in one lantern carried at or near the top of the mast where it can best be seenr

(c) A sailing vessel underway may, in additon to the lights prescribed in paragraph (a) of this Rule, exhibit at or near
the top of the mast, where they can best be seen, two all-round lights in a vertcal line, the upper being red and the
lower green, but these lights shall not be exhibited in conjuncton with the combined lantern permited by paragraph
(b) of this Ruler
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(d)(i) A sailing vessel of less than 7 metres in length shall, if practcable, exhibit the lights prescribed in
paragraph (a) or (b) of this Rule, but if she does not, she shall have ready at hand an electric torch or lighted lantern
showing a white light which shall be exhibited in sufcient tme to prevent collisionr
(ii) A vessel under oars may exhibit the lights prescribed in this Rule for sailing vessels, but if she does not, she shall
have ready at hand an electric torch or lighted lantern showing a white light which shall be exhibited in sufcient
tme to prevent collisionr
(e) A vessel proceeding under sail when also being propelled by machinery shall exhibit forward where it can best be
seen a conical shape, apex downwardsr
Thati’s tihe legal answee buti ……
It depends on where and when you are going to paddle at nightr A gentle paddle on the Yealm just before dawn you
are unlikely to meet many other people and could quite easily go without a light being shownr But to be out in
Plymouth Sound whilst the annual Fireworks Competton is underway you might just want to be a foatng Christmas
tree! But generally within the Port of Plymouth which is under the jurisdicton of the Queens Harbour Master and
patrolled by the Ministry of Defence (MOD) Police? Well, have a decent waterproof torch quickly to hand as per Rule
25, Secton D para ii, (and perhaps have a spare torch close by)r Keep a good look out for other moving vessels and be
ready to show your white light in good enough tme so as to prevent a collisionr
Advice I would also follow whilst paddling in darkness anywhere near the HM Naval Base/Dockyard and if you carry
a VHF radio is to contact “Long room” or “Flag” on Ch14 and let them know your intentons (you might want to make
this radio contact even in daylight)r Shortly afer your radio call you might just be visited by the MOD Police, they also
monitor Ch 14r
So there it is in black & white, paddling at night, the Regulatons, ColRegs Rule 25(D) (ii) state “A vessel under oars
may exhibit the lights prescribed in this Rule for sailing vessels, but if she does not, she shall have ready at hand an
electric torch or lighted lantern showing a white light which shall be exhibited in sufcient tme to prevent collision”r
Perhaps one other piece of advice to consider when paddling at night is this, where possible paddle in shallow water
eg close to shore, where the big vessels don’t go!
Note: This is my individual interpretaton of the Regs and should not be taken as personal legal advicer
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In Case of Emergency: Something to Think About by Bruce Burton
As you may know, Susann and I visit California for parts of the yearr When we are there we paddle with a local club,
Bay Area Sea Kayakers (BASK)r Just before we got back last tme, there was a tragedy involving some of the club
membersr On the equivalent of a peer paddle a woman paddler suddenly collapsed and capsized rIt seems that the
club members did everything they could and should have doner They managed to right her kayak, got her to shore
and tried to revive her, and also called the emergency servicesr This all proved to no avail and it seems probable that
she had suffered a massive heart atack and had died when she was stll in her kayakr
However, the point of telling you this sad story is that the people involved did not know who to contactr The lady had
no identfcaton on her and the police/ coastguard were not able to fnd her phone or any documentaton that would
provide this informatonr As it was a peer paddle, there had been no sign-up sheet as there would have been in a
normal club paddle (as we have)r In fact one of her fellow paddlers did fnd a phone eventually, which luckily was not
password protected, and were able to notfy at least someone who knew her personal circumstancesr
This incident has lead to a lot of discussion within BASK about carrying 'In Case of Emergency' identfcaton when out
paddling (and indeed other sports where an accident may happen) just in case there is an incident, not necessarily
fatal, where someone may not be in a positon to give critcal informaton to colleagues or emergency services about
who to contact or crucial medical data that might make the difference to a good or bad outcomer
If you search for 'In Case of Emergency' cards on the internet, you can fnd a number of solutons and there are
people who are only too pleased to try and sell you somethingr If you have a recent smart phone it is possible to
enter this informaton in such a way that the emergency services can access this informaton, even if the phone is
password protectedr However, being a bit of a luddite, my phone is somewhat ancient and doesn't allow this and
anyway I am not sure that I want to rely on my phone working afer some traumatc accident or immersionr So I (and
Susann) are going for a simple soluton of carrying a laminated card in our buoyancy aids with the following
informaton:
Name
Home telephone number
Who to contact , relatonship and telephone number/s (primary and alternatve contacts)
Name of primary doctor and telephone number
Any key medical conditons
Any medicatons taken
Any allergies
Blood group
I am not suggestng that this should be Club policy or anything like thatr I think it is for individuals to decide whether
they want to take this precauton and what informaton to carryr As I said, something to think aboutr
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Britsh Canoeing – Associate Membership by Adam Coulson, Membership Secretary

The Port of Plymouth Canoe Associaton is afliated with Britsh Canoeingr This means that we send an annual return
to BC and make a payment on the member’s behalf so that they become Associate members of BCr You may not
altogether appreciate the benefts of this at present – it is mostly liability insurance on club tripsr Some of our
members (including all of the actve coaches) maintain Individual Memberships of BC which cost £45 per annum, or a
bit less for those less than 23 years of ager This membership provides extra benefts like a Waterways license, access
to boat insurance and to coaching qualifcatonsr See htps://wwwrbritshcanoeingrorgruk/membership for further
detailsr
Britsh Canoeing are changing their structure and would like all afliated clubs to send them more details of their
members so that they can communicate directly with you, the paddlerr Under the new General Data Protecton
Regulatons we cannot share this data without your explicit consentr ---As an aside on this topic, many thanks to all
who have replied to PPCA that they are happy for us to communicate by e-mail and if you have not please do so now
or you won’t be reading the June Bulletnn ---* All membership renewal forms will now ask you to confrm that you
are happy to be a listed associate BC memberr The main benefts are that BC will then get in touch with you to fnd
out what branch of paddle sport you are interested in and whether you would like further communicaton from them
on those areas of interestr In additon the larger number of named members will increase the politcal clout of BC in
lobbying on behalf of our sportr This beneft will not increase the cost of your PPCA membershipr
You will be asked this queston at the tme of your membership renewal, but if you would like to confrm this sooner
then please just scan this code, or click on it, or enter the web address in your browserr I promise this will take less
than a minute!

htps://wwwrsurveymonkeyrcoruk/r/7BYDJJN

Thanks for your atenton, Adam Coulson (Membership Secretary)
* Send a message to membership@ppca-canoe-club.org.uk for further details
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The Upper Dart by Bekky Stasny
I suspect most of you will agree that paddling offers a truly unique experiencer The sense of satsfacton achieved
from a great river trip is difcult to describe in words but encapsulated perfectly by beaming smiles at the “get out”
on any successful river tripr I suspect we have all witnessed various paddling buddies achieving personal frsts in
their paddling journeysr
I have been lucky enough to spend tme with paddling friends who have achieved great milestones this seasonr
Despite at tmes experiencing freezing cold temperatures and icy rivers, I have observed tme and tme again the
unmasked delight of my paddling buddies at various “get outs” following another enjoyable tripr
As a regular enthusiastc inspector of the Dart Loop riverbed I fully empathise with my fellow swimmers but equally, I
also celebrate when people achieve great successr :) What you are about to read involves the achievement of a
certain river paddling milestone known as the Upper Dartr Special thanks go to Clive Ashford, Mark Upton and Gavin
Bennet for allowing me to act as a river moler
When the very talented Mr Ashford suggested that Mr Upton might be keen to paddle the Upper Dart I fgured I
might be able to tag alongr In fairness, I prety much gatecrashed their session but I fgured that bribing my way to
Dartmeet might be made possible with the aid of some Jammy Dodgersr As I subsequently discovered, a litle too
late, none of my fellow paddlers appreciated Jammy Dodgers which resulted in them making a return trip home with
yours trulyr (In the highly unlikely event that anyone is unfamiliar with Jammy Dodgers, they are a type of two
layered biscuit with a jam fllingr)
I feel the need to set the scener
The sun was shiningr The birds were singingr My fngers didn’t succumb to frostbiter In short it was a perfect day for
paddlingr
Mark was so keen to shine that he even did a demo roll en router He then sailed successfully over every drop and
made it all look rather intuitver I tumbled along behind occasionally getng in the way but mostly just grinning at
Clive and Tony delighted to stll be in an upright positon Mr Ashford did his gentle but frm guiding routne nudging
Mark forward and providing him with enough guidance to make it safe but not enough to stfe independent
progressr Mark was very keen to remain upright and not require any rescuesr I don ’t think he realised this at the
tme but I would never permit him to take over my role of being the rescued partyr (I ’m prety accurate in statng
that I have been rescued by just about everyone in the river paddling community at some pointr) :)
Some people make river paddling look far too easyr :) Mark sailed down the frst boulder garden as if it was a mini
version of Lover’s leapr He soared over most drops and even made Euthanasia look relatvely easy as he bounced
through it without difcultyr If Clive needed a Great River Guide Badge Award to recognise his coaching skills he
would have earned it as Mark made it all look followed Clive’s wise guidance without any signs of difcultyr
(Naturally Clive doesn’t need proof that he is a great coach so no formal award ceremony was arrangedr)
There are lots of talented paddlers in the club who seem to take up river paddling and appear instantly at home on
moving waterr
Some have youth on their side as in the case of a certain young man called Bradleyr Bradley is super-talented and
makes rolling look super slickr He also surfs waves with serious style Similarly a certain George Hamblin also has
youth on his side and pops onto the Upper when he’s not busy working, playing rugby or running marathonsr
There are also those paddlers who are just plain amazingr A man by the name of Gavin Bennet progressed from the
Lower to the Upper in a single seasonr
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An advert for an end of season guided trip on the Upper popped up on Facebook a few months agor Gavin who spots
everything paddling related on Facebook was not about to let this opportunity pass byr Gavin who started river
paddling towards the end of 2017, decided that it would be a great idea to “give the Upper a go”r His selfess act
involved donatng money to the Dartmoor Search and Rescue Team in return for the pleasure of being led down the
river by a complete strangerr He turned up full of enthusiasm one very cold March morning when I was stll dreaming
of my lovely warm duvetr
Gavin was introduced to our trip leader Ross who highlighted that paddling the Upper or similar grade rivers involves
a high level of river reading skills and making your own choicesr Gavin is always up for a challenge and his body
language did not demonstrate any fear as he proceeded to read the Upper with styler Personally, my eyes would
have been out on stalks if someone suggested that I would have to even dream about reading the Upper myself for
the frst tme!! Gavin is however, one of the bravest people I know and he bounced down the Upper as if he had
done it beforer Gavin was hugely excited by completng his frst Upper Trip but being Gavin he immediately wanted
to go back and do it again so that he could tackle a feature called Surprise Surprise I have no doubt at all this will be
the frst Upper trip of many for Gavinr I felt really in awe of Gavin for simply considering signing up to the Upper
never mind actually tackling it in his frst season of river paddlingr I think it’s certainly one for the record booksr
Those of us who tend to be a tny bit more cautous, (read more deliberatng, less indestructble or perhaps just more
aware of the potental for injury if it all goes pear shaped) can sometmes take a slightly less express route but the
journey is defnitely no less satsfyingr
Mark Upton will sometmes quietly admit that his addicton to kayaking has led to space in his home being quietly
taken over by increasing volumes of paddling kitr Having completed his Upper run successfully I think he was quietly
pleased that he had invested his resources so wiselyr
Sharing Mark’s Upper trip with Clive, Mark and Tony was an absolute pleasurer Similarly sharing Gavin’s frst Upper
Trip was also a real privileger Huge thanks go out to all of those coaches who helped to develop our skills en router A
certain Wednesday Leader (AKA Ken Hamblin) contributed hugely in terms of coaching not just to Mark and Gavin
but the rest of the river paddling crewr
Please note that no injuries were sustained in the creaton of this newsleter artcle and names have not been
changed for the purposes of anonymity as the river mole is not very discreetr
A fnal short and fuffy note
This river season has been really enjoyable and as I write this I am slowly adjustng to the fact that I will have to fnd
other optons for my Sunday mornings now that the whitewater season has come to an endr I would like to say a
huge thank you to all those who have rescued, coached, guided and provided great company on so many trips over
the past six monthsr Long may your patence lastr  I thought I would make a list of all the people who had helped
to rescue me over the course of the season: Doug,…Clive…rPete…, Ken,… Buck, …rMark, …rGavin,rr Steve… Jane
but as the list got longer and longer, I decided to give up and simply say thank you to each and every one of you
insteadr
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Lost by Adam Coulson, Membership Secretary
Just imagine a couple of you have gone out on a stll day in your sea kayaks on a trip away from homer In order to
cut across a bay you are a couple of miles off shorer Without a lot of warning the mist descends and you can no
longer see the coastliner You raf up to consult the map that you’ve brought but are no longer sure which way you’re
pointng, and suddenly this routne trip has become anything butr
There are many simple ways to get out of this, the most obvious being a compassr Everybody
has seen the type that is screwed into a recess on the front deckr Others strap to the deck
lines so that you can take it with your Some people use a GPS or mobile phone to help work
out their positon and which way to gor I use a traditonal orienteering compass that lives in
the pocket of my buoyancy aidr It’s not used very ofen but helps not just to know in which directon to paddle but to
be able to work out where you are using back bearings from landmarksr
However, the last tme I pulled it out for use along with a map I was a litle suspicious of it’s
guidance as it pointed in a directon that I did not consider was likely to be north! A few taps
and it was pointng in a different directonr On further testng back on dry land it appears to
point in a completely random directon – rather dangerous if you’re relying on itr
The needle had lost its magnetsmr It is more common that a compass needle develops reverse polarity and points
South but in this case it seems to have lost it altogetherr You can atempt to
remagnetse the needle and I believe that Sylva offer a service for their productsr
However this was just a cheap compass (salt water is not the best for them) and
so I replaced itr It was only the next tme, with the new compass, when I was
packing up to go out that I thought about why this had happenedr The compass
was stored in my BA pocket along with a knife, a whistle and a mobile phoner I
am guessing the magnetsm was affected by prolonged proximity to the phone
(a cheap model that stays in the BA in a pouch)r
Apparently, many modern devices are capable of affectng your compass including mobile and smart phones;
magnets inside phone cases; radios; PLBs; GPS; cameras; car keys; magnets on belts and even underwired bras!
From now on I will test the compass regularly and not store it in the same pocket as my phone or car keysrr I don’t
yet possess GPS, PLB or radio and am not in a positon to comment on the effects of ladies underwear!
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Small Ads
Waterproof Gear Discount Coupon Code

Aquapac have issued the PPCA a discount ‘coupon code’ for use at their website
htps://aquapacrnet/store/shop/r Once you have chosen your items go to your ‘basket’ and
enter the coupon code aim65bc and hit the 'apply coupon' butonr The code may not work
on items which are already reduced or sale items but try it and you may get a further
reductonr
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Next Editon
There is no specifc deadline as such for contributons but please bear in mind my general sloth and indolence and let
me have anything tme-sensitve well in advancer

Contributons
Please send any contributons to newsleter@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

Club Calendar
As ever, please remember that the defnitve calendar is on the website and what’s printed below, while correct at
the tme of going to press is subject to change at a moment’s notcer Syncing your Google calendar with the club
calendar via the website is a good way of ensuring you stay up to dater

Tuesday, 1 May
18:00 1 x Rec Joy Ashford
18:00 2 x Damean Miller
18:00 3 x Sea Cliive Ashford

Thursday, 3 May
18:00 1 * Group Jane Hitchings

Friday, 4 May
18:00 Open Canoe Ian Brim

Saturday, 5 May
10:00 Rec Doug Sitch

Monday, 7 May
18:00 Paddle Power Ian Brim

Tuesday, 8 May
18:00 1 x Rec Joy Ashford
18:00 2 x Damean Miller
18:00 3 x Sea Clive Ashford

Thursday, 10 May
18:00 1* Group Jane Hitchings

Friday, 11 May
18:00 Open Canoe Pete Anderson

Saturday, 12 May
10:00 Rec Terry Calcot

Monday, 14 May
18:00 Paddle power Ian Brim

Tuesday, 15 May
18:00 1 X Rec Ian Brim
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18:00 2 x Damean Miller
18:00 3 x Sea Clive Ashford

Thursday, 17 May
18:00 1* Group JaneHitchings

Friday, 18 May
18:00 Open Canoe Joy Ashford

Saturday, 19 May
10:00 Intermediate Sea Kayak Trip Clive Ashford
10:00 Rec Paddle Terry Calcot

Monday, 21 May
18:00 Paddle Power Ian Brim

Tuesday, 22 May
18:00 1 x Rec Ian Brim
18:00 2 x Damean Miller
18:00 3 X sea Clive Ashford

Thursday, 24 May
18:00 1* Group Jane Hitchings

Friday, 25 May
18:00 Open Canoe Sam Pluckrose

Saturday, 26 May
10:00 Rec Ian Brim

Monday, 28 May
18:00 Paddle Power Ian Brim

Tuesday, 29 May
18:00 1x Rec Terry Calcot
18:00 2x Pete Anderson
18:00 3x Doug Sitch

Friday, 1 June
18:00 Open Canoe Jen Nicholls

Saturday, 2 June
10:00 Sea Paddle Terry Calcot

Monday, 4 June
18:00 Paddle Power Ian Brim

Tuesday, 5 June
18:00 1x Rec Terry Calcot
18:00 2x Pete Anderson
18:00 3x Doug Sitch
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Friday, 8 June
18:00 Open Canoe Joy Ashford

Saturday, 9 June
10:00 Rec Ian Brim

Tuesday, 12 June
18:00 1 x Terry Calcot
18:00 2 x Pete Anderson
18:00 3 x Doug Sitch

Friday, 15 June
18:00 Open Canoe Ian Brim
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